Number Cards
Matching Game
This 20 page set includes numbers 1-20 represented eight different ways:


as a numeral



on dice



in objects



in ten frames



as a number



in base ten blocks



as tally marks



on dominoes

Suggestions for Use:
When I created this set I intended for it to be used as a memory match game, however, there are
many more ways you can use these cards. These are some that I’ve thought of. You might be able to
think of even more!
Printing - Print the cards on card stock for longer lasting cards. Laminate them for even longer use.
Memory Match - Print all the cards and use just the numerals and the number names for memory
match. Or use two other sets for memory match, like the base ten blocks and the tally marks.
Vocabulary Development - Use the cards to strengthen math and math manipulative vocabulary.
Introduce each number separately and teach kids the names “tally marks”, “dominoes”, etc.
Sequencing - Have your students use all the same type of cards and lay them out sequentially. For
example, 1, 2, 3, etc. or one, two, three, and so on.
In a Pocket Chart - Use three or four (or even all) of the ways each number is represented, but for
only several numbers at a time. Have students match all the cards for number one together, number
two together, etc.
A Really Big Challenge - Use all the cards and have students line up all the cards that represent one in
a row, then two underneath or beside that, then the threes, until they are done with all 160 cards.
Have one center group start the Really Big Challenge and the rest add to it. It might take more than
one day to finish, but it’s a great class community project they can be proud of!
Digital paper - Little Shop of Color
Graphics - Educasong, Krista Wallden - Creative Clips, Just Draw Clipart, and Teacher’s Toolkit
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